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Abstract
The goal of rootkit is often to hide malicious soft-

ware running on a compromised machine. While there
has been significant amount of research done on differ-
ent rootkits, we describe a new type of rootkit that is
kernel-independent – i.e., no aspect of the kernel is mod-
ified and no code is added to the kernel address space
to install the rootkit. In this work, we present PIkit –
Processor-Interconnect rootkit that exploits the vulner-
able hardware features within multi-socket servers that
are commonly used in datacenters and high-performance
computing. In particular, PIkit exploits the DRAM ad-
dress mapping table structure that determines the desti-
nation node of a memory request packet in the processor-
interconnect. By modifying this mapping table appro-
priately, PIkit enables access to victim’s memory ad-
dress region without proper permission. Once PIkit is in-
stalled, only user-level code or payload is needed to carry
out malicious activities. The malicious payload mostly
consists of memory read and/or write instructions that
appear like “normal” user-space memory accesses and it
becomes very difficult to detect such malicious payload.
We describe the design and implementation of PIkit on
both an AMD and an Intel x86 multi-socket servers that
are commonly used. We discuss different malicious ac-
tivities possible with PIkit and limitations of PIkit, as
well as possible software and hardware solutions to PIkit.

1 Introduction
Rootkits are used by attackers for malicious activities
on compromised machines by running software with-
out being detected [47]. Different types of rootkits can
be installed at the application-level, kernel-level, boot
loader level, or hypervisor level. There has been sig-
nificant amount of research done on different types of
rootkits [57, 28, 25, 24] as well as different rootkit detec-
tions [21, 31, 11]. Recently, there have been other types
of rootkits [20, 50] that exploit vulnerable hardware fea-
tures such as de-synchronized TLB structures and un-
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used interrupt vector. Prior work on rootkit can be classi-
fied based on whether the payload consists of user-level
or kernel-level code and whether rootkit is installed in the
software or with the support of the hardware (Table 1).
In this work, we propose a new type of rootkit that mod-
ifies hardware state but enables malicious activities with
simple user-level code that consists of read/write mem-
ory accesses to user-level memory space. While prior
work on user-level software rootkit often modified ex-
isting files [35, 48, 23], this work does not modify the
kernel or any existing files. Since this work does not
require any code modification or code injection to the
kernel, traditional approaches to detect software rootkit,
such as kernel integrity monitoring [42, 31, 53] or code
signature-based detection [1, 2] can not be used for de-
tection.

In this work, we present PIkit, processor-interconnect
rootkit, that exploits hardware vulnerability in x86 multi-
socket servers. x86 is the most dominant server proces-
sor in datacenters and high-performance computing [36]
and a recent survey found over 80% of the x86 servers
are multi-socket servers. The multi-socket servers con-
tain a processor-interconnect that connects the sockets
together (e.g., Intel QPI [37], AMD Hypertransport [10])
and we exploit the processor-interconnect to implement
PIkit. Once PIkit is installed, the payload or the mali-
cious code to carry out an attack exists in user space and
appears like a “normal” user program – i.e., all of the
memory accesses from the payload are legal memory ac-
cesses and it becomes very difficult to identify such user
code as “malicious” code. As a result, PIkit is a seri-



ous threat to multi-socket servers that is difficult to detect
with currently available rootkit detection mechanisms.

PIkit that we propose is implemented on x86 servers
from both AMD and Intel to demonstrate how PIkit
enables an attacker to continuously access the victim’s
memory region without proper permission. 1 In particu-
lar, we exploit the configurability in the DRAM mapping
table that enables a memory request packet to be routed
to a different node by modifying a packet’s destination
node. We also exploit the extra entries available in the
DRAM mapping table to define an attack memory region
when installing PIkit. As a result, user-level memory
read or write requests to the attack memory region get
re-routed to another memory region or the victim’s mem-
ory region. To the best of our knowledge, this represents
the first rootkit where with the support of hardware state
modification, user-level code or payload is sufficient to
carry out malicious activities.

Most rootkits often modify some components of the
OS while other rootkits add malicious payload to the
kernel without modifying the OS to carry out malicious
activities. However, such approaches can be exposed
by signature-based detection and integrity checking. In
comparison, PIkit only requires user-level payloads with
the support of hardware state modifications as no mali-
cious payloads to the kernel space are added or modified
(Figure 1). In addition, any signature scan of the memory
that contains the user-level payload can not identify the
user code as “malicious” since the memory accesses ap-
pear to be legal accesses as the malicious access is only
achieved through the support of the hardware modifica-
tions. As a result, PIkit demonstrates how a very stealthy
rootkit can be achieved compared to previously proposed
rootkits.

The proposed PIkit is a non-persistent rootkit [20, 45,
41] and does not remain after the server is restarted.
However, servers are rarely rebooted to minimize the im-
pact on availability – for example, one study measured
the average time between reboot in the server room to
be 481 days [22]. Thus, PIkit poses a serious threat to
servers while powered on. Prior work on non-persistent
rootkit [20] has argued that non-persistence can also sig-
nificantly reduce the detectability of rootkits.

In particular, the contributions of this work include the
followings.

• We show that the DRAM address mapping table
structure in the processor-interconnect of multi-
socket servers has security vulnerability that can be
exploited maliciously in both an AMD and an Intel-
based x86 server.

1This work can also be viewed as a “backdoor” since once PIkit
is installed, it provides a covert mechanism for the attacker to gain
privileged access to the system.
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Figure 1: High-level overview of PIkit showing DRAM address
mapping table modification and user-level malicious payload
added for malicious activities.

• We describe a new type of rootkit that is kernel-
independent that requires only hardware state mod-
ification with user-level payload, no modification or
addition to the kernel is necessary. In particular, we
present PIkit, Processor-Interconnect rootkit, that
exploits the mapping table vulnerability to enable
the malicious attacker privileged access (both read
and write) to a victim memory address region with
only user-level access.
• Once PIkit is installed, we demonstrate how differ-

ent malicious activities can be carried out including
bash shell credential object attack, shared library
attack, and keyboard buffer attack with only user-
level memory accesses.
• We describe alternative solutions, including a

software-based, short-term solution to detect PIkit
as well as hardware-based, long-term solutions to
prevent PIkit.

We responsibly disclosed this vulnerability to CERT be-
fore publishing this paper. The rest of the paper is or-
ganized as follows. We first describe our threat model
in Section 2 and background into processor-interconnect
as well as related work. The DRAM address mapping
table structure is described and analyzed in Section 3.
The design and implementation of PIkit that modifies the
mapping table structure is described in Section 4 and we
illustrate different malicious activities in Section 5. We
provide some discussion on different solutions as well
as limitations of PIkit in Section 6 and we conclude in
Section 7.

2 Background
2.1 Threat Model
In this work, we assume an attacker and a victim share
the same multi-socket server that is commonly used in
cloud servers and high-performance computing. We as-
sume an attacker has no physical access to the hardware
and also assume the same threat model as prior work on
rootkit attack – the attacker, through some vulnerabili-
ties (e.g., vulnerabilities in commodity OSes [39, 16, 6]
or perhaps through an administrator (or an insider) who
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Figure 2: Block diagram of a processor-interconnect in a 4-
socket server. (MC: memory controller)

maliciously provides one-time root access [54]) or so-
cial engineering, is assumed to have privileged access
for rootkit installation. Once this is achieved, the next
goal is to avoid detection of intrusion while carrying out
malicious activity, similar to other rootkits. After PIkit is
installed, it becomes very difficult to detect or determine
the source of the attack as there are no changes to the
kernel in the target system.

2.2 Processor-Interconnect Overview
A high-level block diagram of a processor-interconnect
is shown in Figure 2. The processor-interconnect pro-
vides connectivity between multiple nodes (or sockets)
in a NUMA (non-uniform memory access) server with
each node containing multiple cores. The router within
the Northbridge is used to connect to other nodes and it
is also used to access local memory. For simplicity, the
example in Figure 2 shows a ring topology to intercon-
nect the 4 nodes together but for a small-scale system,
all of the nodes can be fully connected as well. Given
the processor-interconnect and its topology, the routing
algorithm determines the path taken by a packet to its
destination [19]. To provide flexibility, a routing table
is commonly used in the processor-interconnect to im-
plement the routing algorithm. Based on the destination
of the packet, a routing table look-up is done to deter-
mine the appropriate router output port that the packet
needs to be routed through. However, the routing table is
only used to determine which router output port should
be used (and the routing path); the routing table is not
responsible for determining the packet destination.

The packet destination information is determined by
the packet header. The format of messages (or packets2)
in the processor-interconnect is similar to other intercon-
nection networks [19] as shown in Figure 3. A packet
is the high-level message that is sent between the nodes,
which can include memory requests, cache line replies,
coherence message, etc. A packet is often partitioned
into one or more flits or flow control units within the
interconnection networks – thus, a packet can be par-
titioned into a head flit, one or more body flits, and a

2A message can consist of multiple packets but within the
processor-interconnect, messages are often single packet.

tail flit. The head flit contains additional “header” infor-
mation, which can include the packet type and both the
source and destination node information of the packet.
The body/tail flits do not contain destination informa-
tion but only the payload and simply follows the head
flit from the source to its destination.

2.3 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, very few prior re-
search have investigated security vulnerabilities within
the hardware of the processor-interconnect in multi-
socket servers. Song et al. [49] demonstrated the security
vulnerability of the routing table in a multi-socket server
This vulnerability enabled performance attacks by send-
ing packets through longer routes and degrading both in-
terconnect latency and bandwidth. In addition, it also
enabled system attacks by creating a livelock in the net-
work to crash the system. However, the routing table did
not modify the destination of a packet and thus, the scope
of the attack was limited. In this work, we show how the
destination of a packet can be changed by modifying the
DRAM mapping table to enable a rootkit attack.

Rootkit Attacks: User-level, software rootkits (upper
left box in Table 1) often modify existing system utili-
ties to enable malicious codes. Lrk5 [48], T0rn [35] and
Dica [23] replace the system binaries (e.g., ls, ps and
netstat) with modified versions to hide files, processes
or network connections. SAdoor [40] is a non-listening
daemon that grabs packets directly from the NIC and
watches for special key and command packets before ex-
ecuting a pre-defined command (e.g., /bin/sh). However,
it has been shown that these rootkit are often easily de-
tected by integrity checking for the system binaries.

Traditional kernel-level, software rootkits (upper right
box in Table 1) exploit the control hijacking and inter-
ception, modifying static kernel data structures (e.g., sys-
tem call table) to jump to malicious codes indirectly.
DKOM [15] introduced a more advanced kernel-level
rootkit approach which exploits dynamic (non-control)
kernel data structures (e.g., processor descriptors) to
install the rootkit. Hofmann et al. [24] introduced a
rootkit which allows for malicious control flows by re-
placing pointer variables. Hund et al. [25] introduced
a return-oriented rootkit based on Return-Oriented Pro-
gramming [14] to bypass integrity checking for the ker-
nel code. However, these kernel-level, software rootkits
require modifications to the kernel and can be detected
with protecting return addresses on the stack and critical
data structures from the modification.

In addition to software rootkits, hardware-supported
rootkits have been proposed (lower right box in Table 1).
ShadowWalker [50] hid the trace of the rootkit by hook-
ing the page tables while Cloaker [20] exploited ARM-
specific architectural feature to conceal the rootkit with-
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Figure 3: Packet format in interconnection networks with
packet consisting of multiple flits.

out altering existing kernel code. However, these work
require adding malicious payload to the kernel which can
be prevented by guaranteeing the execution of only veri-
fied kernel code or detected by checking the flow of the
hijacked code. In comparison, while PIkit also leverages
a hardware-vulnerability, PIkit enable malicious activity
with only user-level code.

The rootkits that we categorized in Table 1 and de-
scribed earlier focus mostly on the software or hard-
ware (CPU)-related rootkits. There have also been
other device-specific rootkits such as network interface
card [51], hard-drives [57], USB mouse [33], and print-
ers [18]. In addition, rootkits involving BIOS [56] have
also been proposed. However, these rootkits also in-
volve modifying existing firmware to carry out the at-
tack. Subvirt [28] presented a more stealthy rootkit by
using virtual machine monitor (VMM) but Subvirt can
also be detected with physical memory signature scans.
Run-DMA [44] is a DMA (direct memory access) rootkit
attack that enables a “malicious computation” where at-
tacker modifies data inputs to induce arbitrary compu-
tation, in comparison to a more traditional “malicious
code” model attack. The PIkit that we present in this
work is not necessarily limited to either malicious com-
putation or malicious code model since any region in the
memory can be modified as long as the memory mapping
can be determined by the attacker.

Rootkit Detection: The rootkit detection can be
largely divided into two types, checking the integrity of
kernel codes and data structures and detecting malicious
control flows (e.g., hooking system call table and inter-
rupt vector table). Copilot [42] detects the modification
of kernel and jump tables with the separated PCI card
monitor. However, such approaches do not guarantee
hardware register integrity, such as the register modi-
fied in Cloaker [20] or the DRAM address mapping ta-
ble modified in this work. KI-mon [31] introduced a
hardware-assisted monitor, which snoops all bus traffic
to verify updates of the kernel objects with the address
filter while Shark [53] proposed an architectural sup-
ported rootkit monitor. However, since PIkit does not
access the kernel objects directly, such approaches can-
not detect PIkit.

3 Analysis of Processor-Interconnect in
Multi-Socket Servers

In this section, we describe the DRAM address map-
ping table structure within the Northbridge (or the un-

Base Address Limit Address Destination ID
0 0x0000000000 0x041F000000 0
1 0x0420000000 0x081F000000 1
2 0x0820000000 0x0C1F000000 2
3 0x0C20000000 0x101F000000 3
4 RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED
5 RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED
6 RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED
7 RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED

Figure 4: An example of DRAM address mapping table for a
4-node system.

core) that we analyze in detail and then describe how
it can be exploited to enable a hardware vulnerability-
based rootkit attack through the processor-interconnect.

3.1 DRAM Address Mapping Table
One of the critical information in packet’s header is the
destination information; this information is often based
on the destination memory address in modern multi-
socket servers. The destination node is determined by
a memory address mapping table structure between the
core and the processor-interconnect router – we refer to
this as the DRAM Address Mapping Table. 3 Based on
the destination address of the packet, the DRAM address
mapping table determines the destination. As a result,
regardless of the address, the packet is simply forwarded
to the destination based on the packet header information
within the processor-interconnect.

A separate copy of DRAM address mapping table
structure exists within each node of a multi-socket sys-
tem, between the core (or the last level cache) and the
router. Each entry in the mapping table contains a
DRAM physical memory address range, often including
the start (or the base) address and the limit address. Each
entry also contains the destination node information –
thus, if an address falls within the address range, the des-
tination node information is appended to the packet. An
example of a DRAM address mapping table is shown in
Figure 4.

The number of entries in the DRAM address mapping
table should be equal to or greater than the maximum
number of nodes in the system. In the AMD system that
we evaluate (AMD Opteron 6128), the system contains 4
nodes but the system is scalable up to 8 nodes. Thus, the
DRAM mapping table contains 8 entries with only 4 of
the entries used and the remaining 4 entries not used (or
shown as RESERVED in Figure 4).

The DRAM address mapping table is initialized by the
BIOS at boot time. Since the table entries are memory-
mapped registers, the BIOS uses memory operations to
initialize the memory mapping table. The contents of

3In Intel-based NUMA systems, this structure is referred to as the
DRAM address decoder [5] while in AMD- multi-socket systems, sim-
ilar structures are referred to as DRAM address map register [13].
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the address mapping table entries are dependent on the
DRAM capacity installed on each node. To determine
the address range for each entry (and each node), the
BIOS calculates the current memory capacity by obtain-
ing DRAM information such as the number of rows,
banks and ranks from the SPD (Serial Presence De-
tect) [4] on the DRAM.

3.2 Vulnerable Hardware Features

To implement PIkit, we exploit the following three as-
pects of the DRAM address mapping table in multi-
socket servers.

Configurability: The memory mapping table needs to
be configurable since the memory capacity per system
(and per node) is flexible and determined by the system
user.

Extra entries: Since the system needs to be designed for
scalability, the number of entries in the DRAM address
mapping table needs to equal to or greater than the largest
system configuration. For most multi-socket servers to-
day, the maximum number of nodes in the system is of-
ten 8; however, the most dominant NUMA servers on
the market are often 2 or 4 nodes [26] and thus, there are
memory mapping table entries that are unused.

Discrepancy: The DRAM mapping table content val-
ues can be modified after the initialization such that the
values are not consistent with the original values. This
discrepancy may or may not cause a problem, depending
on how the table is modified. 4

Thus, given these three hardware vulnerabilities,
the destination node information of packets in the
processor-interconnect can be modified such that the
packets are sent to a different node (and its correspond-
ing victim’s memory address) to allow an attacker to
access unauthorized memory space without proper per-
mission. In the following section, we describe the chal-
lenges in the design and implementation of PIkit.

4 PIkit Design & Implementation

PIkit installation procedure that includes modifying the
DRAM address mapping table is described in this sec-
tion. We first provide an overview and describe how
the attack address region needs to be prepared by the at-
tacker, and then modify the DRAM mapping table based
on the attack address region. Our initial design and im-
plementation are shown for an AMD-based server but
we also discuss how PIkit can be implemented on Intel-
based servers as well.

4Steps to ensure that the discrepancy does not cause a problem is
discussed in Section 4.3 (for AMD) and Section 4.5 (for Intel).
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Figure 5: High-level description of the proposed PIkit on a 4-
node multi-socket server.

4.1 Overview

In this work, we define the attack node as the node in
the multi-socket system where the DRAM address map-
ping table is modified to implement PIkit, and the victim
node is the node where its memory is maliciously ac-
cessed, through user-level read or write operations with-
out proper permission. The address region that is mod-
ified in the memory mapping table in the attack node
is defined as the attack address region while the corre-
sponding address in the victim node is the victim address
region, as shown in Figure 5. The PIkit and the mod-
ification in the DRAM address mapping table result in
read/write memory requests to the attack address region
being routed to the victim address region. The high-level
diagram in Figure 5 also shows how the PIkit relates to
the entire system. Most rootkit monitoring mechanisms
(or solutions) exist at the software-level but the PIkit that
we propose in this work is at the hardware-level (within
the processor-interconnect) and exploiting vulnerability
in the mapping table structure.

After the core injects a memory request into the North-
bridge and before the packet is actually routed through
the processor-interconnect by the router, a packet header
is created based on the physical address of the memory
request as shown in Figure 6. The processor-interconnect
does not observe the memory address as that is included
in the packet payload 5 and is only observed at the
destination (i.e., memory controller). The processor-
interconnect only observes the destination node informa-
tion that is appended at the interface between the core
and the router. The PIkit that we propose in this work
exploits this vulnerability of modifying the destination
of a packet – in particular, the DRAM address mapping
table structure to modify the packet’s destination.

5Packet payload refers to the non-header or the data portion of the
packet while the payload terminology used in the rest of this paper
refers to the malicious code used after rootkit is installed.
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4.2 Defining Attack Address Region
Before the PIkit installation, the attacker first needs to
prepare the attack address region such that only the at-
tacker has access to that particular memory region. This
step is critical to ensure that PIkit and the DRAM address
mapping table modification do not cause any unknown
system behavior including crashing the system. For ex-
ample, if another program (or user) attempts to access
the attack memory region after the PIkit is installed, the
memory access will be routed to the victim node and un-
expected system behavior will occur if a memory write
is being done on an unintended memory address – i.e., it
can cause critical data in kernel space to be overwritten.

The memory address range of the attack address re-
gion needs to be equal to granularity or the resolution
of the memory mapping table. Although each entry in
the DRAM address mapping table specifies both the base
and the limit addresses, the full width of the address (i.e.,
48 bits) is not stored as some of the lower bits are not
specified in the DRAM address mapping table. For ex-
ample, in the AMD Opteron 6128 system that we eval-
uate, the granularity of the memory mapping table is 16
MBs as only 24 most-significant bits are stored – thus,
the attacker needs to obtain at least 16 MBs of physi-
cally contiguous memory region. To achieve this, we
take advantage of huge pages that are commonly avail-
able. In the system that we evaluate, we used 1 GB huge
page. After successful malloc for a huge page, an ad-
dress range within the contiguous memory region allo-
cated can be used as the attack address region, as long as
the process that received the memory allocation is con-
tinuously running.

4.3 Modifying the DRAM Address Map-
ping Table

The DRAM address mapping table consists of physical
addresses while the attack address region obtained in the
previous section are virtual addresses. Thus, an attacker
needs to obtain the translated physical address of the at-
tack region before modifying the DRAM address map-
ping table. The translation of the virtual to physical ad-
dress can be determined by using /proc/(pid)/pagemap
interface from the Linux kernel. Based on this transla-
tion information, the DRAM address mapping table can
be modified using the corresponding physical address of

Base Address Limit Address Destination ID
0 0x0000000000 0x041F000000 0
1 RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED
2 0x0820000000 0x0C1F000000 2
3 0x0C20000000 0x101F000000 3
4 0x0420000000 0x07BF000000 1
5 0x07C0000000 0x07C1000000 2
6 0x07C2000000 0x081F000000 1
7 RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED

Figure 7: A modified DRAM address mapping table where en-
try 5 (highlighted) is used as the attack address region.

the attack region.
An example of a modified mapping table is shown

in Figure 7, based on the original DRAM address map-
ping table shown earlier in Figure 4. We assume the at-
tack node is node 1 and the victim node is node 2, with
the attack address region defined as the address between
0x07C0000000 and 0x07C1000000 in node 1. In Fig-
ure 7, the entry 1 of the table which originally identi-
fied node 1 memory region has been removed. Instead,
the same address range has been partitioned across en-
tries 4, 5, and 6 of the modified DRAM mapping ta-
ble (Figure 7). The key difference compared with the
original mapping table is that for entry 5, the destina-
tion node ID has been modified such that it is no longer
node 1 but modified to node 2 – thus, entry 5 represents
the attack address region. Any address requests between
0x07C0000000 and 0x07C1000000 from node 1 have a
destination of node 2 added to the packet header, instead
of the original destination of node 1. When this particular
packet arrives at node 2, the DRAM memory controller
within the node 2 will receive this packet and convert the
address within the payload of the packet into the actual
victim address region. For example, in the AMD sys-
tem that we evaluate, address 0x07C0000000 from node
1 ends up being mapped to address 0x0840000000 in
node 2. As a result of the mapping table modification, the
physical memory connected to node 1 that originally cor-
responded to the address range between 0x07C0000000

and 0x07C1000000 can no longer be physically accessed
from node 1.

Since the table entries are memory-mapped registers,
the entries can be modified through system read/write
commands (e.g., setpci utility). However, to properly
modify the DRAM address mapping table entries, the
following caution must be taken.

1. The new entries must be written before the old entry
is removed (e.g., in Figure 7, entries 4, 5, 6 must be
written before entry 1 is cleared).

2. For the new entries added, the base address register
must be written before the limit address register.

3. For the existing old entry that needs to be removed,
the limit address register must be cleared first, be-
fore the base address register.
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Figure 8: Example of PIkit (a) before and (b) after PIkit is installed on an AMD Opteron 6128 server.

Since memory accesses continuously occur in the sys-
tem, randomly changing the mapping table in any order
can result in a memory request that is not able to match
an entry in the mapping table and result in a system crash.

4.4 Example
A complete example of PIkit is shown in Figure 8 for
a 4-node system with only 2 nodes shown in the figure
for simplicity. The same DRAM address mapping tables
shown earlier in Figure 4 and Figure 7 are used in the ex-
ample.6 Assume a read access to address 0x07C0000000
is made by a core in node 1. With an unmodified DRAM
address mapping table, the address 0x07C0000000 finds
a match in entry 1 and determines that the destination
should be node 1. Based on this information, a routing
table look-up is done for the node 1 to determine the out-
put port. Since the current node is the local node, the
output port determined by the routing table is the “Lo-
cal” port and the memory request is routed appropriately
to the local node’s memory.

However, with the modified DRAM address map-
ping table (Figure 8(b)), the same request to address
0x07C0000000 finds a match to entry 5 where the desti-
nation is now node 2. Based on this new destination node
ID information, the routing table look-up is done within
the router and the output port returned is the “East” port
– thus, the packet is routed to node 2. Within the node
2, the packet is simply treated as a packet that was des-
tined for node 2 (or the “Local” output port) and will be
routed to the memory controller. Since the processor-
interconnect only looks at the destination node informa-
tion to determine where to send the packet, the PIkit
shown in Figure 8(b) results in packets accessing a mem-
ory region where it does not have proper permission. If
this packet was a read request, the packet would read data
from the corresponding victim memory address while if
this packet was a write request, the packet would modify
or overwrite existing data in the victim memory address.

6For simplicity, the lower 3 bytes of the address are not shown in
Figure 8.

<	SAD	Modification	ordering>	

0 0x22 0 1
1 0x42 1 1
2 - - 0
3 - - 0
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Addr
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Figure 9: Example of how the Source Address Decoder (SAD)
can be modified on the attack node to implement PIkit on an
Intel Sandybridge architecture.

4.5 Extending PIkit to Intel Architecture
In the previous sections, we described how PIkit is im-
plemented on an AMD multi-socket server and in this
section, we discuss how PIkit can be extended to an Intel-
based server. A structure similar to the memory mapping
table exists within Intel x86 server architecture and is re-
ferred to as the Source Address Decoder (SAD) [5]. A
key difference with the AMD architecture in the mem-
ory mapping table is that instead of specifying both the
base and the limit memory address for each entry, only
the limit address is specified. In addition, a valid bit per
entry exists in the SAD which specifies if the entry is en-
abled or not. As a result, the “base” address is implied
from the previous entry limit address and PIkit design
needs to properly add/modify entries of SAD to ensure
proper behavior for memory accesses. An example of
how the SAD table can be modified is shown in Figure 9.
The initial entries are first duplicated in the table (step
(2)) and then, the initial entries are invalidated (step (3))
before the addresses are modified (step (4)) and then, the
modified addresses are made valid (step (5)) to create an
attack address region with entry 1 of the SAD table.

Another key difference in the Intel architecture com-
pared with the AMD system is the Target Address De-
coder (TAD) which is accessed before the address is sent
to the memory controller at the destination node. 7 TAD
is an additional table that is responsible for mapping dis-
continuous address regions [5] and includes both a limit
address and an offset. While the purpose of the “off-
set” within the TAD is to relocate the memory location as
necessary, it enables PIkit to be implemented by defining

7While a similar structure existed in the AMD system that we eval-
uated, it only had a single entry and could not be exploited for PIkit.
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Figure 10: PIkit example on an Intel Sandybridge-based server (a) before and (b) after PIkit is implemented. For simplicity, the
TAD on Node 0 and SAD 0 on Node 1 are not shown.

<	SAD	TAD	ROLE		Modified>

Attack	Address	
Region

Victim	Address	
Region	0

Low	Addr

High	Addr

Low	Addr

High	Addr

Victim	Address	
Region	1

NODE	 0	MEMORY NODE	 1	MEMORY

…

TAD	
limit/offset

Figure 11: Impact of the Target Address Decoder (TAD) on the
mapping of the attack memory region to the victim memory
region.

the victim memory address region based on the attack
address region. The impact of TAD offset is shown in
Figure 11. Since the offset is subtracted from the ad-
dress, by varying offset entry, the attack memory address
region can be mapped to different victim memory region
based on the offset value and enables a more “controlled”
attack by providing control over the memory mapping
(i.e., victim’s address range). One constraint is that since
the offset is being subtracted, the victim memory address
region can only be equal or smaller than the attack mem-
ory address region.

A PIkit example for an Intel-based architecture is
shown in Figure 10 based on the SAD modification
shown in Figure 9. The PIkit consists of both the SAD
modification in the attack node and the TAD modifica-
tion in the victim node. Thus, the same vulnerability
that was exploited for PIkit on the AMD-based system
is available in the Intel-based servers – the table struc-
tures are memory-mapped registers that are configurable
and extra number of entries are available. Based on doc-
umentations [5], the number of entries for SAD is 20 and
thus, it is more than sufficient for a 2-node multi-socket
system.

5 Malicious User-level Payloads
After PIkit is installed, PIkit enables access to the victim
address region regardless of the privilege level. In this
section, we describe different malicious activities with
user-level payloads that can exploit PIkit. While many
different attacks (and payloads) have been proposed as
part of rootkit attacks, previous attacks often require

Description Value
System AMD Opteron 6128
# of Sockets (Nodes) 2 (2 per socket)
# of Cores 4 per node
Interconnect 6.4 GT/s HT 3.0
# of HT Links 4 per node
OS version Linux Kernel 3.6.0

Table 2: Dell PE R815 server used in our evaluation.

leveraging (or modifying) some OS capability or creat-
ing additional payload to mimic the OS. In comparison,
the malicious payload for PIkit is fundamentally differ-
ent as the payload is relatively simple with the source
code mostly consisting of memory read and write com-
mands. 8 The main challenge with PIkit payload is deter-
mining the attack (or the corresponding victim) address
region to carry out the malicious activity.

5.1 Bash Shell Credential Object Attack
In the operating system, a process is represented by a
process control block (PCB) data structure in the privi-
leged memory space. The process control block has crit-
ical information such as memory information, open-file
lists, process contexts and priorities, etc. In particular,
we exploit the credential kernel data structure which is
contained within the PCB and is responsible for access
controls of a process in the Linux kernel. If the attacker
locates the credential data structure in the victim address
region, the attacker can modify any value within the cre-
dential data structure with PIkit. In this work, we modify
the UID or the EUID of a bash shell process to achieve
root privilege escalation. An overview of the malicious
activity is shown in Figure 12. We demonstrate this at-
tack on a 4-node AMD server described in Table 2.

5.1.1 Scanning the Fingerprint

In this attack, we assume the attacker uses a common
user-level application, Bash Shell, to obtain root privi-
lege. After the PIkit is installed on the attack node, the
attacker starts the bash shell on the victim node and at-
tempt to modify the credential data structure for privi-

8Pseudo-code for the malicious payload is shown in Appendix for
the three different malicious activities described in this section.
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Figure 12: High-level overview of the attack with PIkit for priv-
ilege escalation.

lege escalation. One challenge before obtaining privi-
lege escalation is determining the actual address of the
PCB (or in particular, the credential data structure) of the
bash shell on the victim node. In order to determine the
memory location, we use the fingerprint of the credential
data structure to identify the proper starting address. As
shown in Figure 13, the credential data structure consists
of multiple integer variables and pointers which contain
64 bits addresses. Since the bash shell user-level process
is owned by the attacker, the attacker knows the user/-
group ID of the process and can use the consecutive user
and group IDs (e.g., UID, GUID, ..., FSGID), as shown
in Figure 13 1© as these variables often have the same
values.

To increase the accuracy of the fingerprint, additional
pointer information within the credential data structures
can also be used. Since most of the x86-64 Linux sys-
tems use the specific virtual address ranges for the ker-
nel objects based on the kernel virtual address map [29]
(e.g., 0xffff880000000000 – 0xffffc7ffffffffff for the di-
rect mapping), the pointers shown in Figure 13 2© should
have virtual addresses that are within this range. This
approach is similar to what was used in prior work [46]
that used virtual address characteristic to find the pro-
cess control block used by Window operating system in
dumped memory. In addition, some addresses of dif-
ferent variables used in kernel space are publicly avail-
able even in the user-level space, including the Symbol
Lookup Table (’/boot/System.map’) [32]. In particular,
the virtual address of ’user ns’, shown in Figure 13 3©,
can be found in the Symbol Lookup Table which is deter-
mined at kernel compile time and can be used as part of
the fingerprint.

Based on the three types of information described
above, a fingerprint for the credential kernel data struc-

①

②
③

Figure 13: The credential kernel data structure in the Linux
kernel 3.6.0 and the fingerprint that we exploit in this work,
with the fingerprint highlighted with a rectangle.

ture can be used to determine the location of the creden-
tial data structure. The attacker from the attack node can
issue read operations for the attack address region – de-
termined by the allocated memory region and the modi-
fied DRAM address mapping table on the attack node as
described in Section 4 – and begin the fingerprint scan-
ning. The read requests will be routed to the victim node
and the data in memory will be returned to the attack
node where it will be compared against the fingerprint.
If there is a match, the starting address of the credential
data structure is found and the attacker can modify the
data. If no match is found, the credential data structure of
the bash shell is not found on the victim address region
– thus, the attacker needs to stop the current bash shell
process and restart the bash shell on the victim node, and
repeat the fingerprint scanning.

Note that the attacker does not need to know the start-
ing virtual address of the kernel data structure on the vic-
tim node. In fact, the appropriate physical address within
the victim address region does not need to be known as
well. Only the corresponding address on the attack node
needs to be determined from the fingerprint scanning and
the attack (or the modification of the data) is done based
on the physical address of the attack node and the corre-
sponding virtual address within the attack node is used
in the actual data modification.

5.1.2 Modifying the Data

Once the corresponding address of the credential data
structure is determined from the scanning, the offset
within the data structure can be easily determined based
on the credential data structure definition (e.g., Fig-
ure 13) and the different variables within the data struc-
tures can be easily modified with PIkit. Thus, the root
privilege can be obtained by modifying either the euid
(Effective User ID) or the uid (User ID) field within the
credential data structure to a value of 0 (instead of the
original value) as the uid of 0 specifies the root user. In
order to overwrite this variable, a memory write instruc-
tion in assembly language can be used by the attacker to
obtain the root privilege – e.g.,
movnti $0, (Virtual Address )

where the virtual address is the address determined from
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Figure 14: Screen capture from id command of privilege esca-
lation, before the attack and after the attack.

Mhead (8 Bytes) Keyboard Input Buffer (256 Bytes)

①
②
③

Figure 15: Keyboard buffer data structure in the bash 4.3 and
the fingerprint that we exploit in this work, with the fingerprint
highlighted with a rectangle.

scanning and PIkit routes this write instruction to the vic-
tim node. However, we used a non-temporal SSE instruc-
tion in our evaluation in order to bypass the cache within
the processor. If the write occurs to the cache within the
attack node, the effect of the root privilege escalation can
be delayed until write-back to the memory occurs.

The result from the attack is shown in Figure 14, con-
sisting of the ID information before and after that attack
using the id command from of the bash shell on the vic-
tim node. The EUID of Bash Shell in the victim node is
modified to root user and thus, root privilege escalation
is achieved.

5.1.3 Spraying the Process Control Block

As described earlier, the attack address region is mapped
to some victim address region on the victim node through
PIkit. As a result, all memory accesses to the attack ad-
dress region on the attack node are constrained to some
victim address region based on the DRAM physical map-
ping which is not known. As a result, if a user-level ap-
plication (i.e., bash shell) executing on the victim node is
not placed in the victim address region, an attacker can
not access the kernel objects of the process. To increase
the probability that the credential data structure can be
found, the PCB can be sprayed across the victim node by
executing multiple bash shells on the victim node. This
increases the probability that one of the processes (and
the corresponding PCB) is placed within the victim ad-
dress region and reduces the amount of time it takes to
achieve privilege escalation.

5.2 Bash Keyboard Buffer Attack
In this section, we describe how PIkit can be exploited to
carry out an information leakage attack on another user’s
bash shell and perform a bash keyboard buffer monitor-
ing attack. Since no data modification is required, this
attack can be classified as a read-only attack. When a

①
②
③

Figure 16: Snapshot of bash keyboard buffer monitoring.

Description Value
System Intel Xeon E5-2650
# of Sockets (Nodes) 2 (1 per socket)
# of Cores 8 per node
Memory Capacity 8 GB per node
Interconnect 6.4 GT/s QPI
OS version Linux Kernel 3.6.0

Table 3: Dell PE R620 server using in our evaluation.

user types any word on their own shell prompt, all char-
acters are stored in a bash keyboard buffer in the memory
unencrypted.

In the Bash shell (v4.3), the bash keyboard buffer is
represented by a data structure referred to as mhead, as
shown in Figure 15. Similar to the bash shell credential
object attack described earlier, a fingerprint is necessary
to detect this data structure in memory. For the finger-
print of the bash keyboard buffer, we use three unique
values as the fingerprint based on the mhead data struc-
ture. The character variable (Figure 15 1©) has a unique 8
bits value (e.g., either 0x7F when allocated or 0x54 when
freed). In addition, the 16-bit variable (Figure 15 2©) is
always a predefined magic number (0x5555) and the 32-
bit variable (Figure 15 3©) is always 0x100 that refers to
the size of the buffer.

Based on the fingerprint, after PIkit is installed, an at-
tacker can search for the fingerprint to gather information
from victim users’ shell prompt, including potentially
password information since data in the keyboard buffer
is unencrypted. To evaluate this attack, we use the sys-
tem described in Table 3 and assume a SSH server where
multiple users use bash shell prompts from remote con-
nections. Multiple remote SSH connections are made on
the victim node and for each shell, different prompt in-
puts are used to evaluate the bash keyboard buffer attack.

By scanning for the fingerprint on the victim address
region, we were able to monitor the bash keyboard buffer
of other users. Different examples are shown in Fig-
ure 16 – Figure 16 1© shows a user typing in their pass-
word while Figure 16 3© show other commands being
typed by another user. In comparison, Figure 16 2© shows
a keyboard buffer for another user that does not contain
any content. Thus, with the buffer monitoring with PIkit
installed, the dynamic information from other users’ key-
board input can be leaked.

5.3 Shared Library Attack
The attack described earlier in this section required both
heap spraying and fingerprint scanning to obtain privi-
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// dummy.c
void main(void) {

struct passwd *ret;
int pid = getpid();
int uid = getuid();
ret = getpwuid(uid);
printf("pid : %d\n", pid);
sleep(600);

}

$ ./dummy &
pid : 7145

$gdb dummy 7145
(gdb) p getpwuid
$1 = {<text variable>}
0x3ade699570

⑤

①

②

③

0xc03100000001be55
0x8318ec8348fb8953
0x107400002bd9aa3d
0x002bb36835b10ff0
0x0deb00000103850f
0x0f002bb35935b10f

getpwuid()
{

size_t buffersize;
malloc(buffersize);
……

}
Original Binaries Modified

getpwuid()
{

setuid(0);
system("/bin/sh");
……

}

0x48050f69b0ff3148
0x69622fffbb48d231
0x08ebc14868732f6e
0x50c03148e7894853
0x050f3bb0e6894857
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Malicious Binaries

④
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Figure 17: Shared library (libc) Attack with PIkit.

lege escalation. While this approach was successful, the
attack can be time consuming because of the amount of
time to scan the memory and attack reliability can be-
come an issue since if the heap spraying does not fall
within the victim memory region as the attack process
needs to be repeated. To increase the attack reliability
with PIkit, we take advantage of the target address de-
coder (TAD) structure available in the Intel Sandybridge
architecture that provides the ability to “fix” the victim
memory address region based on the attack memory ad-
dress region. This approach is useful if the victim ad-
dress region contains information that can be maliciously
modified at a fixed physical memory location and does
not change over time.

In this section, we take advantage of shared libraries
that are often loaded into user memory space at single
physical location and shared by different users. Once
the shared library is initially loaded, the physical address
of the library will likely not change. A commonly used
shared library is libc and in this section, we exploit PIkit
to overwrite existing functions in the libc with a mali-
cious code to obtain privilege escalation. No fingerprint
scanning or heap spraying is required and results in a
highly reliable attack.

An overview of the libc attack is shown in Figure 17.
To first obtain the virtual address of the libc shared li-
brary, an attacker can write a simple attack program (Fig-
ure 17 1©) which links libc dynamically. By executing a
function within libc (e.g., getpwuid()) in the attack
program, the libc library is dynamically linked. Af-
ter obtaining the process ID for the attack program that
loaded the shared library (Figure 17 2©), we use a de-
bugger (e.g., gdb) on the running process to determine
the virtual address of the getpwuid()) function in the
shared library (Figure 17 3©). The physical address corre-
sponding to the virtual address of the libc library can be
determined through the /proc/pid/pagemap interface and
PIkit can be installed as described earlier in Section 4.5.
Since the target victim address (i.e., libc function code
location) is known, we modify the TAD structure offset
accordingly, based on the attack address region obtained
with PIkit.

After PIkit is installed, the attacker can re-write the
runtime code loaded in the memory with user-level mem-
ory operation (Figure 17 4©). In our example attack,
the first 48 bytes of getpwuid() function is re-written
with malicious binary code that executes shell with root
privilege. Even if the shared library is located in non-
writable memory regions, PIkit bypasses any OS permis-
sion check (W⊕X9 based implementations [3, 52, 34])
and write the malicious code to the physical DRAM di-
rectly. The modified code executes setuid(0) to ob-
tain root access but this does not work with user-level
privilege and requires root access. However, the passwd
Linux program has SUID (Set owner User ID) permis-
sion and is linked with getpwuid() function at runtime,
the execution enables the malicious binary code to esca-
late the user privilege to the root (Figure 17 5©). Once
privilege escalation is obtained, the attacker can restore
the original binary of getpwuid() function to prevent the
execution of the malicious code for other users that exe-
cutes getpwuid(). While getpwuid() function for the
libc was used to demonstrate this attack, other seldomly
used library functions can be used or the malicious code
can be modified to enable root shell only for specific user
ID.

6 Discussion
In this section, we provide discussion on how PIkit can
be potentially exploited for other types of attack, possible
solutions both in software and hardware, as well as some
limitations of PIkit.

6.1 VM Escape Attack
VM (virtual machine) escape is defined as enabling a
VM to interact with the hypervisor directly and/or ac-
cess other VMs running on the same host [30, 55]. If
PIkit is installed on a multi-socket server that supports
VMs, we expect that VM escape attack can be carried
out. However, there are two challenges to implement VM
escape with PIkit – huge pages and virtual address trans-
lation. PIkit exploited the availability of huge pages in
modern OS to define the attack address region. Modern
virtualization hardware technologies such as Intel VT-d
support 1 GB huge pages [43] and hypervisors such as
KVM, Xen and VMware also support 1GB huge page
for guest VMs. We evaluated the VM escape attack pos-
sibility with Xen 4.4 but the hypervisor underneath the
guest OS implemented the huge pages as a collection of
smaller pages (e.g., 2 MB pages), likely because of im-
plementation complexity. However, there is no funda-
mental reason why the hypervisor cannot support 1 GB

9A memory page must never be writable and executable at the same
time.
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Algorithm 1: PIkit monitor to detect modification to the
DRAM address mapping table.

Input : monitoring
begin

while monitoring do
– Get DRAM in f ormation from SPD
– Calculate Valid address ranges of installed

DRAM from in f ormation
A← Valid address ranges
– Get Current address ranges from DRAM

address mapping table
B←Current address ranges
if A != B then

PIkit detected
return

huge pages. 10 Another challenge is that address trans-
lation needs to be done twice to properly install PIkit –
from the guest virtual address (gVA) to the guest physical
address (gPA) within the VM and then, another transla-
tion to the machine physical address. While /proc/pid/-
pagemap interface can be used for the translation from a
gVA to a gPA for the VM local OS system, similar to the
PIkit implementation described earlier, the hypervisor is
responsible for another translation from gPA to machine
PA. The hypervisor likely maintains a separate table/data
structure for this translation and this needs to be reverse
engineered to implement VM escape.

6.2 Possible Solutions
Possible solutions to PIkit can be classified as either a
software-based or a hardware-based solution. The actual
solution to PIkit is highly dependent upon the manufac-
turer of the hardware (e.g., Intel, AMD) as well as the
system software used.

6.2.1 Exploit Existing Features
While evaluating PIkit on different systems, some of the
recent AMD systems were not vulnerable to PIkit. To
the best of our knowledge, the vulnerability was not re-
moved for security reasons but removed for power sav-
ing implementation. C6 state is an ACPI defined CPU
power saving state where the CPU is put in sleep mode
and all CPU contexts are saved. In some AMD imple-
mentations, when the CPU enters the C6 state, the pro-
cessor context is saved into a pre-defined region of the
main memory. To avoid any possible corruption of the
processor contexts that are saved, the AMD systems im-
plement LockDramCfg option where some memory sys-
tem related configurations cannot be modified, includ-
ing the DRAM address mapping table [7]. However, the

10A very recent version of Xen (v 4.6) actually has support for 1 GB
huge pages.

Description Ratio (%)
SPD access period (I/O bound) 99.975 %
DRAM size calc period (CPU bound) 0.003 %
DRAM table access period (I/O bound) 0.019 %
Table Comparison period (CPU bound) 0.003 %

Table 4: Breakdown of CPU cycles ratio for the PIkit monitor.
BIOS can disable the C6 state for some of these systems
– which would enable PIkit to be installed. A simple
solution for PIkit on such AMD systems is to always en-
able LockDramCfg to prevent PIkit from being installed.
For the Intel systems, C6 power state is supported but
the processor contexts are saved to the last level cache
(and not the memory) to provide faster context switch –
thus, to the best of our knowledge, similar LockDramCfg
feature is not readily available in Intel x86 CPUs.

6.2.2 Software-based Solutions

Prior rootkit monitors can be extended to detect the pres-
ence of PIkit. The monitor continuously compares the
value of the current DRAM address mapping table with
the “correct” DRAM mapping table value – where the
correct value is determined similar to how the DRAM
mapping table is initialized by the firmware at boot time.
Thus, if we assume the software monitor is protected
with a secure platform [8, 9], the solution to detect PIkit
can also be protected.

We implemented the PIkit monitor as a Linux ker-
nel thread and we evaluate its performance overhead.
High-level description of PIkit monitor is shown in Al-
gorithm 1. We used the PARSEC 3.0 [12] and eval-
uated workloads with varying MPKI (misses per kilo-
instructions), using the system described earlier in Ta-
ble 2. To measure overall system performance, we run
each workload with the number of threads equal to the
number of physical cores in the system. Based on Linux
kernel 3.6.0, we implemented the rootkit monitor as a
loadable kernel module to avoid kernel code modifica-
tion and re-compilation. The execution time with PIkit
monitor is normalized to the baseline without the mon-
itor and the performance overhead from the software is
negligible as there is less than 2% impact on overall per-
formance (Figure 18).

The analysis of the PIkit monitor overhead is shown in
Table 4. The two CPU computation periods (e.g., DRAM
size calculation and comparison) take only 0.006% of the
total PIkit monitor execution time. In comparison, the
other two I/O bound periods (e.g., SPD and PCI address
access) occupy 99% of the monitor execution time since
these accesses have long latency – resulting in the kernel
thread waiting on the I/O and mostly experience uninter-
ruptible Sleep state. Thus, the PIkit monitor and software
solution has minimal impact on performance.
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Figure 18: Performance overhead for PIkit monitor

6.2.3 Hardware-based Solutions

PIkit can be prevented with minimal hardware modifica-
tions. One hardware solution is to restrict the usage of
the DRAM address mapping table entries used in multi-
socket servers, based on the number of nodes in the sys-
tem. If the hardware restricts the number of entries used
to equal the number of nodes in the system, PIkit can be
minimized. This approach does not completely remove
the possibility of the PIkit since the attacker could use
the entire local node’s memory as attack address region.
However, unless the attacker is the only user on the lo-
cal node, this can cause non-deterministic behavior. If
the number of entries is restricted, the attacker can also
modify the DRAM address mapping where only small
region is specified as the attack address region but the
remaining address range of the local node would not be
mapped in the table. As a result, if any memory access
occurs to an unmapped address region, the system will
likely crash.

Another possible hardware solution is to design the
DRAM address mapping table entries as write-once
memory-mapped registers such that the DRAM mapping
table can not be modified after it is initially written. A
block diagram of such write-once register is shown in
Figure 19 – after a write is done, the write enable (WE)
to the register will be disabled and no further writes can
be done to the registers unless system reset is asserted.
This approach avoids any possibility of the PIkit attack
since the DRAM address mapping table cannot be modi-
fied after it is initialized; however, this removes any flex-
ibility in the system if CPU hotplug [38] or memory hot-
plug [27] is supported. If the system supports hotplug
where the DRAM (or CPU) can be added or removed
while the system is running, the DRAM address mapping
table needs to be modified after it is initialized to reflect
the change in the memory capacity. This would require
a minor change to the hardware (i.e., OR’ing the RESET
signal with another signal that detects a hotplug event).
However, this can also open up other attack opportuni-
ties if the attacker has physical access to the memory
modules – for example, doing a hotplug creates an op-
portunity to modify the DRAM address mapping table
and install the PIkit.

WE

RESET

WRITE

WRITE ENABLE

DIN DOUT

WE

Figure 19: A PIkit hardware solution by creating a write-once
register for the DRAM address mapping table.

6.3 Limitations
Memory mapping granularity: As described earlier
in Section 4.2, there is a granularity (or the resolution)
of the attack memory address region that can be speci-
fied with the DRAM address mapping table entries. In
the AMD Opteron 6128 system, the smallest amount of
memory address range that can be used as the attack
address region is 16 MB. For the Intel Xeon E5-2650
(Sandybridge), the lower 26 bits are not specified and
the granularity is 64 MBs. Thus, the granularity specifies
the lower limit on the smallest attack address region that
can be specified. This can be problematic if only normal
page size is supported – i.e., with memory page size of
2 MBs, the attacker would require obtaining 8 physical
pages to cover the 16 MBs attack region. If the entire
attack region is not obtained by the attacker, other users
(and programs) will access the victim address region and
can cause unknown behaviors. However, huge pages that
are available in modern OS can overcome this limitation.

DRAM coverage: One challenge of PIkit is the un-
known DRAM physical mapping when an attack address
is sent to the victim node. The details of how the DRAM
physical address is mapped to the DRAM (i.e., row, col-
umn, channel, etc.) is vendor-specific. Although these
details are often described in the specifications, the PIkit
results in an unintended address arriving at the victim
node memory system and it is not clear how the phys-
ical address bits are interpreted by the DRAM. For ex-
ample, in the AMD Opteron 6128 system, the memory
controller (or MCT) consists of two DRAM controllers
(DCT0 and DCT1) where each DCT is responsible for
half of the DRAM main memory connected to that par-
ticular node. When the attack node ID was smaller than
the ID of the victim node (i.e., node 1 attacking node
2), only DCT0 address range could be accessed. How-
ever, by attacking node 2 from node 3, we discovered
that DCT1 range can be accessed. Another limitation
was that for some memory accesses, multiple attack ad-
dresses can map to the same victim address but this is
a fundamental limitation of our proposed PIkit on the
AMD system. In comparison, for the Intel Xeon E5-
2650 (Sandybridge) server, the DRAM coverage issue
was significantly minimized as there was an 1:1 memory
mapping between the attack and the victim memory ad-
dress region through the TAD structure. However, it is
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not clear if this can be generalized to other Intel-based
servers.

7 Conclusion
In this work, we described a new type of rootkit where
the vulnerable hardware feature enables malicious activ-
ities to be carried out with only user-level code or pay-
load. In particular, we presented PIkit – a processor-
interconnect rootkit that enables an attacker to modify
a packet’s destination and access victim’s memory re-
gion without proper permission. We described the de-
sign and challenges in implementing PIkit across both
AMD and Intel x86 multi-socket servers. Once PIkit
is installed, user-level codes used for malicious activ-
ities become very difficult to detect since memory ac-
cesses within the attack code appears as “normal” mem-
ory accesses to user-allocated memory. We demonstrated
different malicious activities with PIkit, including bash
shell credential object attack, keyboard buffer attack, and
shared library attack.
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